
The ways of communication all over the world as well as in the scientific 
community are changing rapidly
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China is playing an every increasing role in MET 
research. After shedding light on desalination and 
pollutant removal in part 1 in the last ISMET News, the 
Chinese success in energy harvesting is the focus of this 
issue. 

ToTo harvest electrical energy directly from real wastewater is the dream of micro-
bial fuel cell (MFC3 researchers worldwide, including many from China3 In the past 
5 years, several larger scale demonstration units were constructed by Chinese 
groups3 The group led by Prof3 Yujie Feng in Harbin Institute of Technology con-
structed a 250 L module with the aim of building a 10 m3 horizontal plug flow and 
stackable pilot MFC (Feng et al3, Bioresour3 Technol3, 2014, 156, 132-138, Figure 133 
Using a single module and domestic wastewater, they obtained 03435 A and 116 
mW at 1 Ω resistor3 They mainly worked on the inexpensive electrode materials, 
catalysts (such as N-modified carbon as cathodic catalysts3, treatment of 
waste/wastewaters (such as corn stover and beer brewery wastewater3 and scal-
able MFC configurations (such as baffled air-cathode MFC and CSTR MFC33 One of 
their group members, Dr3 Xin Wang, is now leading a group in Nankai University as 
an associate professor3 The two groups are cooperating to construct their next 
generation of large-scale MFC using rolling-pressed activated carbon air-cathode3 
A 10 L serpentine-type MFC was finished by another group led by Prof3 Shungui 
Zhou in Guangdong Institute of Eco-environmental and Soil Sciences, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences (CAS33 The parallel stack reached 84% COD removal and 91% 
NH4-N removal at 132 kg COD/m3·d3 When the system was operated in series and 
fed with brewery wastewater, the stack produced an open circuit voltage of 23 V 
and a maximum power density of 431 W/m3 (Zhuang et al3, Bioresour3 Technol3, 
2012, 123, 406-412, Figure 233 As a demonstration of large-scale biocathode 
system,system, Prof3 Feng Zhao at the Institute of Urban Environment, CAS constructed a 
135 m3 MFC and operated it for nearly one year3 This system consists of 80 single 
cells, with a voltage of 037 V at 1 kΩ for each cell using synthetic wastewater3 The 
group intends to investigate the effect of circuit connection on the performance of 
this system using real wastewater3 Prof3 Shaoan Cheng in Zhejiang University has 
focused on scaling up of MFCs since he came back to China from Prof3 Logan’s 
group in 20093 Very recently, he built a 2 m3 MFC using wastewater as the sub-
strate3 “It works very well, especially the wastewater treatment performance3” he 
said3 

Benthic MFC is another promising technology that can be used as a sustainable 
sea battery3 A group led by Prof3 Yubin Fu in Ocean University of China made a 
large scale BMFC to power a temperature, salinity and depth monitoring system3 
Each cell is 2 m in diameter and 136 m in height, which produced 5 V/ 12 V DC 
power to support the monitoring system for over 10 months (Figure 333

All above and part 1 examples are the epitomes of ongoing MET activities in China3 
In 2008, Prof3 Yujie Feng held the first national MET conference in Harbin, who also 
held the first Asia-Pacific ISMET conference in 20133 After that, MET researchers in 
China have their own specific conference more than once per year3 Famous scien-
tists in the world are invited not only to the conferences but also to small work-
shops in different Universities and Institutes3 We believe that the bloom of MET re-
search in China is just a beginning: let’s keep our eyes on this part of the world for 
more amazing achievements3 

The 10 L serpentine-type 
MFC in Zhou’s group 
(Bioresour. Technol.,  2012, 
123, 406-412)

Large BMFC and the 
monitoring system in Fu’s 
group. (Provided by Prof.  
Yubin Fu)

Horizontal plug flow and stackable pilot MFC in Feng’s group 
(Feng et al.,  Bioresour. Technol.,  2014, 156, 132-138)
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Jon Badalamenti. In the same session as Alfred, Jon discussed his efforts on se-
quencing the genome of several iron reducers from the Soudan Mine in Minnesota. 
He discussed the advantages of long-read metagenomics and indications of viral-
mediated cytochrome gene transfer.  His talk was memorable due to his excellent 
graphics (despite the fact that the projector was not cooperating), making it very 
easy to understand genomic information.

Jon Badalamenti during his talk

The 5th meeting of the International Society for 
Microbial Electrochemistry and Technology 
(ismet2015) was held at Arizona State University on 
October 1-4th, 2015.  

WeWe had 68 talks and more than 120 posters that highlighted the latest in our field 
of microbial electrochemistry and technology, as well as two workshops which 
were attended by over 60 researchers. The meeting overall was attended by close 
to 250 researchers, making it a highly successful and a very interactive event.

WeWe spent a significant amount of time organizing the meeting, involving more 
than half of our center in its preparation.  Both of us were part of the Scientific 
Committee and played a key role in selecting invited and plenary speakers, as well 
as session topics.  Through this selection, we steered ismet2015 to be a balance 
between science and engineering, hoping to bridge researchers that would not 
typically meet at other venues.  While there are many stories that we can tell about 
our efforts in organizing the meeting, here we focus on discussing some notewor-
thythy presentations that made ismet2015 a memorable event for us.  In our opinion, 
we had excellent presentations throughout the four days of the meeting.  We only 
present a skewed vision of our top picks, in which we also deliberately decided to 
leave out the award winners (see box), which we both enjoyed and learnt a lot 
from. 

César’s top picks: 

Cristian Picioreanu. Cristian was invited to participate in the mathematical mod-
eling workshop.  This was the first day of ismet2015, and I was running around to 
make sure everything was in order.  I stepped into the modeling workshop, and 
Cristian was explaining the audience the transport limitations in biofilms.  I had to 
stay for about 10 minutes listening to his explanation and demonstration in 
COMSOL.  While I did not attend the full workshop, I think those 10 minutes made 
it worth attending!

Alfred Spormann. Alfred was one of our invited speakers for the “Novel microor-
ganisms and synthetic biology approaches” session.  He discussed his group’s ef-
forts to identify mechanisms of electron uptake by the methanogen Methanococ-
cus maripaludis. I had seen him talk about this work twice before and the story 
keeps getting better and better, showing definitive proof of direct electron uptake 
from a cathode.

Meeting ::

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 
ISMET2015 AT ARIZONA 
STATE UNIVERSITY
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Sudeep’s top picks:

KorneelKorneel Rabaey. Korneel was one of the plenary speakers.  We had him scheduled 
first to give a talk for dinner on Saturday, but a last minute change resulted in him 
giving the final talk for the meeting.  And what a fitting way it was to end the meet-
ing!  I have seen Korneel give talks on different topics throughout the last few 
years, and have always been enlightened.  This time Korneel gave a more general 
talk looking forward to new applications of interfacing microorganisms with elec-
trical current, and it was truly inspiring.  My favorite part was one of the introduc
tory slides – on what is electrical current and how different researchers would 
define it.

Sarah Strycharz-Glaven. Sarah was the invited speaker for the microbial ecology 
session, and talked about her group’s efforts on biocathodes.  I think this was one 
of the most well-rounded talks I saw at the meeting.  Their approach towards un-
derstanding biocathodes is multi-disciplinary, involving electrochemical tech-
niques, spectroscopy and meta-genomics.  Despite several years of research from 
several groups, I feel it is Sarah’s group work which is getting us closest to really 
understanding biocathodes.  And of course, it’s always a pleasure to see a sigmoi
dal cathodic CV!

Lars Angenent. Lars, our new ISMET president, stood in for his postdoc JJ Xu (who 
loves oil), and talked about including membrane electrolysis for separating and 
recovering caproic acid from chain elongation reactors.  Lars’s talk really showed 
that the applications of microbial electrochemical technologies where we use 
electrodes not to exchange electrons with microorganisms directly, but rather as 
a way of guiding ionic transport in bioreactors, are not only possible, but also ex-
citing, and possibly the next frontier in our field. 

Korneel closing the ismet2015

Best presentation award

Benjamin Korth ,  Helmholtz-Centre for Environmental Research - UFZ, Germany ,  “Heat of the moment: BioElectroCalori-
metry reveals energetics of extracellular electron transfer”

Best poster awards

Fernanda Jiménez-Otero ,  University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, USA ,  “Electrode reduction by Geobacter sulfurreducens 
requires a different transmembrane pathway than Fe(III)-reduction”

Moshe Baruch ,  Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA ,  “Directing inward electron transport to the cytosol in Mtr-
Escherichia coli  using fumarate reductase”

Michelle Young ,  Arizona State University, USA ,  “Continuous hydrogen peroxide production in microbial electrochemical 
cells”

AWARDS

Authors: 

Dr. César Torres and 
Dr. Sudeep Popat
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Ruiz Franco, Yolanda 
     Title: Scale-up opportunities of microbial electrolysis cells for  
     hydrogen production from wastewater 
     Supervisors: Juan Antonio Baeza Labat and Albert Guisasola  
     i Canudas 
          Affiliation(s): GENOCOV, Departament 'Enginyeria Química,  
     Biològica i Ambiental, Universitat Autónoma de Barcelona,  
     Spain
          Description (of the thesis):  The scale-up potential of MEC for  
     hydrogen production and wastewater treatment was evalu 
     ated. The experiments conducted allowed to establish the  
     pros and cons of both single and two-chamber configura-  
     tions and propose new strategies in view of MEC implementa 
     tion at full-scale.
   

Sotres Fernández, AnaSotres Fernández, Ana
     Title: Microbial fuel cells running on high strength animal   
     wastewater – Nitrogen removal strategies and microbial   
     community characterization
     Supervisors: Marc Viñas Canals and August Bonmati Blasi
     Affiliation: IRTA, GIRO Joint Research Unit IRTA-UPC, Spain
          Description: The feasibility to recover/remove nitrogen from  
     high strength animal wastewater, such as pig slurries, using  
     different MFC strategies (physicochemical-based process   
     and biological process) has been demonstrated at lab scale  
     in this PhD Thesis.  

Europe (cont.)

Nastro, Rosa Anna
     Title: Utilization of agroindustrial and urban waste as fuel in  
     MFCs
     Supervisors: Stefano Dumontet, Sergio Ulgiati
          Affiliations: Department of Science and Technology, Parthe- 
     nope, University of Naples, Italy
     Description: This thesis investigated the applicability of MFC  
     technology to the valorization and treatment both of dried  
     distilled grains with solubles and the organic fraction of mu 
     nicipal solid waste. The electroactive microorganisms were  
     studied.
    

Pous, Narcís
     Title: Bioremediation of nitrate-polluted groundwater using  
     bioelectrochemical systems. 
     Supervisors: Sebastià Puig, Maria Dolors Balaguer, Jesús   
     Colprim. 
          Affiliation: LEQUiA, Institute of the Environment, University of  
     Girona, Spain
     Description: Nitrate-polluted groundwater is a global con- 
     cern. This thesis investigated denitrifying BES design and o-
     peration, its microbiome and EET thermodynamics. The out- 
     come supports that BES are a potential alternative for trea-
     ting nitrate in groundwater. 
      

Rago, Laura 
     Title: A microbiological approach to improve the perfor  
     mance of single-chamber bioelectrochemical systems
     Supervisors: Juan Antonio Baeza Labat and Albert Guisasola  
     i Canudas 
          Affiliation: GENOCOV, Departament 'Enginyeria Química, Bio- 
     lògica i Ambiental, Universitat Autónoma de Barcelona,   
     Spain
          Description:  Laura Rago’s thesis aimed to develop different  
     operational conditions under which ARB could outcompete  
     other microorganisms (i.e. methanogens and homoaceto  
     gens bacteria) in bioelectrochemical systems. Metagenomics  
     and qPCR were used to study the biofilm communities.

     

PhD Theses 2015 ::
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Conference :: Save the date: EU-ISMET 2016
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Conference :: ISMET 6: Meeting in Lisbon
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New project :: iMETland to develop a new generation of Microbial Electro-
chemical Wetlands for wastewater treatments

L6n nn nnnnnn6 nnnnA WA6nR nn nnnj6nn nnnnnnnnnnnn nnn6nnnn nn nn nU Hnnnnnn nnnn n6n6nnn6 & nnnnnnnnnn 
nnnj6nn n6n6nnnnnn n n6n n6n6nnnnnn nn nnnnnnnnn nn6nnnnn66nnnnn nnnnnnnnn6n W6nnnnn nnn 6ff6nnnn6 n6n6nnnnnn
nn6n nnnn6nnn6n nn6nnn6nn nnnn6nnn

Wnn6 n nnnn6n nn 3n5 nnnnnnn 6nnn nn6n n6n66 n6nnnn n66 nnnj6nn nnnnnn nnn6n66n nnnnn6nn nnn nnn6nnnnnnnnn nnnn
n6nnnnn6nn n6n6nnn6 nnnnnnnn6n nnn nnnnnnn6nn nnn6 nnnnnn 6xn6nnnn6 nnn 6xn6nn6nn6 nnnnnnn nnnn nnnn6nnn6n 
nn6nnn6nnnn nnn nnnnnnnnn 6n6nnnnn66nnnnnn nn nnnnn6nn n6n6nnnn6nn nnn nnnnnnnnnnnnnn

666 nnnj6nn nnnn nn nnnnnnnnn nnn nnnnnnn6 n nnnnnnnnn6 nnnnnnnnnnn nn nn6nn nnnnn nnnn6nnn6n nnnn nnnnn nnnn
nnnnnn6n nn n6nnn6n6nnn nn6nnnnnn nnnn nnn n6n6nnnnnn nnn6nn6nnnnn66 nnn6n nnnnnnn6 nnn nnnnnnnnnnn 666 nnnn
n6nn n6nnn6n nnnn nnn6nnnnnnn nn6n nnn6 n66 nnnnnnn6n nnnn6nn nn6n nn nnnnnnnnn6n n6nnnnnnn 666 nnnnnn6n nnn
nnnnnn 6nn nnn6nnn nnnn6n nnn6 n6n6nnn6 nnn nnnnn nnnn6 nnn nn n6nnn nn nnn n nnnnnnnnn6 n6nnnnnnnnnnn nn nnnn 
nnff6n6nn n6nnnnn6nnnn nnnnnnnnn nnn6 n6nn nnff6n6nn nnnnnn6: n6nnn6nnnn6nnn Nnnn6nnnnnn6n nnnn6nAn6nnnn nnn 
Nnnn6nAn6nnnnn

666 nnnnnnnnnn nnn6 nn nnnnn6nn nnnn 4 nnff6n6nn nU n6nn6n nnnn6n nnn nnn nnnnnnnn6n nnnnnnn6n (Ann6nnnnn 
nnn n6xnnn) nn n6n nn nnnnnn6 nnnnA Wnn6nn 

Vnnnn n66 n6nnnn6: nnnnnn6nnnnnn6n
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Carlos A. Salgueiro and 

Ricardo O. Louro

Annnnnn6n6nnn ::
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Mini-training series

OverOver the next year Xochitl Dominguez-Benetton from the Flemish Institute of Technological Research-VITO 
(Belgium) and Bernardino Virdis from the Advanced Water Management Centre, The University of Queensland 
(Australia), will provide some basic tutorials covering selected electrochemical techniques used to study bio-
film electrochemistry. Ranging from cyclic voltammetry to electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, these tu-
torials are intended to provide step-by-step practical guidelines on the choice of measurement settings and 
the correct assessment of electrochemical responses.

The journey is starting with a tutorial on how to perform Ohmic drop corrections to account for uncompen-
sated resistance due to electrolyte resistivity, electrodes positioning and geometry. 

Video and pdf can be found at the following link: www.xoch.info/ismet.html

The files will be also available on the ISMET website soon.

METs meet the WORLDEXPO 2015 with the workshop ‘Bio-electrical light’

Sunday, 18th October at the Congress Center at World Expo Milano 2015, the challenge of harvesting electricity 
while treating water in microbial fuel cells was discussed in a dedicated workshop. 

Some protagonists of this challenge have illustrated MFC prototypes to power environmental sensors, cell 
phones and other low-power devices. In particular, the effort of researchers and companies involved in the 
Italian project "Bio-electrical light” (ERDF Porl 2007/2013 Italian funds) interacted with other invited speakers: 
Bristol BioEnergy Centre (UK) presented the electric toilet ‘Pee Power’; Abraham Esteve-Núñez, professor at 
University of Alcalá, Madrid, showed his ‘iMETland’, a new type of electrochemical wetland; Andrea Schievano, 
DISAA - University of Milan, launched his new project ‘BiofuelcelApp’, financed by the SIR program of the Italian 
Ministry (MIUR).

PierangelaPierangela Cristiani, RSE SpA, opened and chaired the workshop. Claudio Pino (AMEL Srl) showed a new low 
current remote-control system connected to floating MFC installed in a little lake in the city of Milan. Roberto 
Mazzini, head of Milano-Nosedo wastewater treatment plant illustrated the energy-saving strategy in the plant 
and the future joint research with the group of the University of Milan. Gian Attilio Sacchi, Department Agricul-
tural and Environmental Science (DISAA) of University of Milan, concluded the event.

More info at: http://users.unimi.it/lucebioelettrica

Symposiums of interest

In 2016, at the Annual Meeting of the International Society of Electrochemistry (ISE) at The Hague in 2016 
(21-26 August), 2 symposiums will be organized by ISMET colleagues. There are two symposiums of interest for 
the ISMET community. We would like the ISMET researchers to benefit from this and submit their abstracts.

Symposium 5 on Current Progress in Microbial Electrochemical Technologies
(http://annual67.ise-online.org/symposia.php#s5) 

Symposium 18 on Electrochemistry, Photo-Electrochemistry and Bioelectrochemistry of Artificial Photo-
synthesis: Recent Advances in CO

2
 Conversion to Products

(http://annual67.ise-online.org/symposia.php#s18)

The abstract submission for these conferences will start on 3 December 2015 and closes on 6 March 2016.

The ISMET News team wishes an electrifying 2016!
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